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a b s t r a c t

A number of information and resource sharing systems arise and become popular with the rapid develop-
ment of communication technologies and mobile smart devices. The interactions between humans and
machines are intense and their synergistic reactions have attracted special attention for the reason of
forming so called Human–Machine Networks (HMN). HMNs refer to these networks where humans and
machines work together to provide synergistic effects on their payoffs. Game theory, which can capture
the interactions among players dexterously, has been widely used in solving various problems in HMN
systems from the view of economics. In this paper, we extensively review the literature about game
theoretical methods in HMNs, in particular focusing on its typical systems such as crowdsourcing, an
elemental HMN and Internet of Things (IoT), a hybrid HMN, as well as Bitcoin. We propose a series of
requirements to evaluate existing work. For reviewing and analyzing each system, we specify application
purposes, players, strategies, game models and equilibria based on our proposed requirements. In the
sequel, we identify a number of common and distinct open issues in HMNs and point out future research
directions.

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

With the appearance and development of modern communica-
tions along with network technologies and emerging resource and
information sharing platforms, the distance between humans has
been greatly shortened. In the sequel, modernworking and service
style is being tremendously evolved. The appearance of digital
machines has fundamentally improved productivity efficiency and
living quality of human beings. What is more, some difficult and
impossible missions for manpower alone can be solved by these
networked machines easily. Furthermore, the extensive usage of
machine learning and data mining ensures machines to be self-
organized and self-healing for offering intelligent services. The
synergy and innovations brought by the interactions among hu-
mans and machines have attracted special attentions of many
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scholars. Lots of literatures conceptualized Human–machine net-
works as a collective structure where humans andmachines inter-
act to produce synergistic and often unique effects [1,2]. Tsvetkova
et al. [3] identified eight types of elemental HMNs: public resource
computing, crowdsourcing, crowdsensing,web search engines, on-
line markets, social media, online games and virtual worlds and
mass collaboration. Among them, crowdsourcing and crowdsens-
ing are two typical types of HMNs. They also pointed out that more
and more hybrid HMNs that consist of two or more types of HMNs
will emerge as time flies, like Internet of Things (IoT) and Bitcoin. In
this paper we focus on crowdsourcing, IoT and Bitcoin due to their
popularity in HMN development and evolution.

The emergence of crowdsourcing provides people a newway to
solve complex or massive tasks by integrating distributed powers
and resources of masses. Individuals can make the best use of
their spare time or extra resources to obtain profits. Mobile crowd-
sourcing systems become more and more popular because of the
exponential growth of the number of smart mobile devices with
various kinds of sensors. The mobile devices can provide useful

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2017.10.051
0167-739X/© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
nd/4.0/).
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information that is needed by a service. Although this informa-
tion provision could cost a little, like battery and communication
consumption, the mobile device users can gain some profits in
return, which motivate them to contribute. Generally, a crowd-
sourcing system that provides a platform for collective wisdom
and resources sharing can change people’s life greatly since it
changes the mode of information collection, mission fulfillment
and service provision. It introduces a great potential for individual
business running. A term that is highly related to crowdsourcing is
crowdsensing. It refers to the crowdsourcing of sensor data gained
frommobile devices. In this paper, for easy presentation, we do not
specially distinguish them.

The success of a crowdsourcing system depends on the collabo-
ration among crowdsourcers and workers that are task or mission
contributors. If a crowdsourcing platform cannot attract enough
workers to collaborate for working out the task it outsources, it
cannot fulfill its mission and obtain benefits. On the other hand,
there could be too many workers working for a same task so
that their average profit is lower than expectation. In addition,
if the crowdsourcing platform cannot allocate workers properly,
a problem may come out that the task cannot be fulfilled with
high quality and efficiency. In particular, there are competitions
among crowdsourcers as well. They compete with each other for
limited resources (workers). In order to attract more workers,
crowdsourcers should offer reasonable returns to workers. How
to plan a proper budget is an important issue for crowdsourcers.
Besides the competition among workers and the competition
among crowdsourcers, malicious behaviors are also inevitable in
a crowdsourcing system, which obviously impact the quality and
final success of crowdsourcing. Social dilemma happens under the
following situations. If workers can get their payment as long as
they are assignedwith tasks, theymay refuse to work out the tasks
as promised in order to reduce their costs. In another situation, if
the payment is paid after the tasks have been accomplished, the
crowdsourcer may refuse to pay with the excuse that the quality
of worker provision is not desirable. As can be seen from the above,
a specific mechanism is highly expected in crowdsourcing in order
to ensure fairness, encourage honesty and loyalty, and provide
essential incentive.

Another interesting HMN system is Internet of Things (IoT).
According to [3], the interactions of humans and machines in IoT
systems combine the characteristics of those in crowdsensing and
social media. A large number of smart devices are connected with
each other through the Internet. These devices can communicate
with each other, collect, process and transmit data among each
other. The influence of personal rationality is eliminated without
direct human participation. However, massive devices also bring
challenges for the management of IoT. These devices are energy-
aware and demand an effective power control scheme to allocate
resources and scheduling tasks. How to ensure quality of services
when overloading and congestion happen and how to find an
optimal topology that can improve network connectivity are two
key issues in an IoT system. A robust IoT system that can attract
participants needs to be secure enough to detect and mitigate at-
tacks dynamically. Heterogeneous raw data collected from differ-
ent devices in different places without a uniform standard is hard
to process as well. Obviously, an IoT system requests a mechanism
to protect its security and enhance its trust, which motivate many
studies in the literature.

Bitcoin [4] is a decentralized cryptocurrency with no central
authority to issue fiat currency. It allows two willing parties to
transact directly without the existence of a trust third party. It is
a typical example that applies HMNs in peer-to-peer networks.
All transactions of Bitcoin are stored in Blockchain which is main-
tained by miners. How to ensure the participation of miners and
prevent various attacks is essential in prolonging the lifetime of
Bitcoin.

The essence of game theory is to study the interactions among
players by analyzing their rationality. Game theory has shown
its effectiveness in handling some difficult problems with inge-
nious designs in smart grid systems [5,6], information sharing
problems [7–9], routing security [10,11], cloud computing [12],
intrusiondetection [13], and so on. Game theory canhelp designing
a proper system by advising suitable system parameters and busi-
ness models, thus it can highly motivate system players to choose
their actions that are preferred by a system designer. The distribu-
tion and heterogeneous characteristics of crowdsourcing and IoT,
as well as Bitcoin increase the difficulty to solve their common
and specific problems as well as some hidden issues. Game theory
offers us an effective research methodology to analyze open issues
in HMNs and figure out proper solutions. However, the literature
lacks a thorough survey to summarize the existing work in this
field and show current state of arts for figuring out opens issues
and directing future research.

In this paper, we investigate the power of game theory in
solving the problems in HMNs, such as crowdsourcing, IoT and Bit-
coin. We survey the game theoretical methods in HMNs published
from the year 2012 to the year 2017, focusing on crowdsourcing,
IoT and Bitcoin. We search papers with the following keywords:
crowdsourcing, crowdsensing, IoT, Bitcoin, game theory, resource
allocation, power control, routing protocol, privacy and security
from the databases: IEEE Explorer, ACM Digital Library, Elsevier,
ScienceDirect and Springer. We divide the studies on crowdsourc-
ing into two parts based on whether there is a competition among
workers. We also review several burning issues in IoT systems that
are explored with game theory. For the convenience of literature
survey, we propose a number of requirements for game theoretical
analysis and incentive establishment on the basis of game the-
ory. We extensively survey the literatures about game theoretical
applications in crowdsourcing, IoT and Bitcoin and evaluate their
performance by applying the proposed requirements as an evalu-
ation measure. Specifically, the contributions of this paper can be
summarized as below:

• This paper is one of the first surveys to summarize game
theoretical methods in HMNs, focusing on crowdsourcing
and IoT, as well as Bitcoin.

• We propose a number of requirements to evaluate the per-
formance of game theoretical analysis and incentive mech-
anisms.

• We review and discuss the current literatures about game
theoreticalmethods in crowdsourcing, IoT andBitcoin based
on the proposed requirements.

• We obtain many open issues based on our survey and pro-
pose a number of future research directions for not only
crowdsourcing, IoT systems and Bitcoin, but also some other
areas with similar characteristics to the above two systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as below. In Section 2, we
introduce the basic of game theory and a number of typical game
models that are referred in this paper. HMNs are also defined and
introduced in this section. We propose a number of game model
requirements in Section 3, based on which we analyze existing
game theoretical methods in crowdsourcing contest systems and
microtask crowdsourcing systems in Section 4. In Section 5, we
research into game theoretical methods in IoT according to their
application intentions and evaluate them based on the proposed
requirements as well. We briefly introduce an emerging HMN
system, Bitcoin and game theory usage in this system, and also
discuss other elemental HMNs in Section 6. Open issues and future
research directions are presented in Section 7. Finally, we draw a
conclusion in the last section.
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2. Overview of game theory and human–machine networks

2.1. Game theory

In order to understand game theory in a good way, we first give
basic definitions about game theory.

Game theory [14], a new branch of applied mathematics, is
a subject to study optimal solutions in the context of conflicts.
Game refers to the procedure that some people, groups or organi-
zations choose and carry out the strategies that they choose from
their action sets synchronously or successively, once or repeatedly
under certain environments and rules. Corresponding payoffs are
achieved after all players choose strategies.

In order to describe a game, there are some essential elements,
including players, actions, information, strategies, payoffs, out-
come and equilibrium. The definitions of these elements are given
as below.

Player is the entity involved in a game, namely the decision
maker who chooses actions to maximize its utility or payoff in the
game. What is more, the player can be an individual, a company, a
nation, and so on. Strategy is a player’s plan of action that specifies
which action to take based on its knowledge of action history.
Strategies can be pure or mixed, which could be dynamically
changed. There are two more terms that need to be noticed. One
is strategy set or strategy space, which is the set of a player’s all
possible action. The other is strategy profile that is a set composed
by strategies from which all players choose. After all players have
taken actions in the game, each of them will get either a negative
or a positive return. The return of each player is its payoff. Appar-
ently, the player’s payoff not only depends on its own action, but
also is impacted by other players’ actions. Different combinations
of players’ strategies result in different outcomes. Information
means the knowledge that the players know, especially the char-
acteristics and the actions of other players. The characteristics of
the aforementioned strategy space, payoff and players consist of
the information structure of a game. Equilibrium is a combination
of all players’ strategies where each player’s strategy is the best
response to the strategies of other players. Equilibrium is one kind
of stable outcomes. Nash Equilibrium (NE) is one kind of equilib-
rium that can be applied to come up with the solution of a game.
It is noticeable that the definition of equilibrium cannot ensure
solution uniqueness, and the lack of unique solution is exactly the
main problem of game theory. What is more, we may counter
an adverse problem that a game does not have an equilibrium,
which means that the modeler cannot find a reasonable strategy
profile. A gamemodelwith no equilibria orwithmultiple equilibria
is an underspecified model, in which the modeler does not give
a comprehensive and precise prediction about what is going to
happen.

2.2. Typical game models and theories

In this section,we introduce a number of common gamemodels
and theories that will be used in the following review part.

In a game, if all players take actions at the same time, or even
though players choose their strategies successively, latter players
cannot know the actions of former ones, the game is a static game.
If the latter players can observe the actions of the former ones, the
game is called a dynamic game. If a same game has been played
repeatedly, the game is called a repeated game, which is a special
kind of dynamic game.

If each player knows all of other players’ strategies, payoffs and
characteristics, we say the game is with complete information.
While if there is at least one player does not fully understand other
players’ strategies, payoffs and characteristics, the game is with
incomplete information.

Table 1
Payoff matrix.

Player 1 Player 2

Cooperate Defect

Cooperate R, R S, T
Defect T , S P , P

From the perspective of the purpose of action, if all players in
a game choose strategies independently to maximize their own
profits, the game is a non-cooperative game. On the contrary, if
there is a binding contract among all players or all of the players
have formed a coalition, the game is a cooperative game. The dif-
ference between cooperative game and non-cooperative game is
that their focuses are different. The non-cooperative game focuses
on individual rationality and the cooperative game aims to achieve
group rationality.

Cournot model [15] is a non-cooperative game with complete
information. The players involved in the Cournot model choose
strategies at the same time. Bargaining game [16], which models
a infinite bargaining process, is a dynamic game with complete
information. Only when the players reach an agreement, this game
can convergent and stop. Considering the discount factor caused by
the delay in an agreement, players should accept reasonable offers
as soon as possible.

The players in the Cournot model take actions synchronously.
While in a real economic market situation, some small firms ob-
serve a big firm’s strategies before choosing theirs. The Stackel-
berg modelis named after a German economist Heinrich Freiherr
von Stackelberg, who described this model in the book ‘‘Market
Structure and Equilibrium’’. There are two kinds of players in this
model, one is a leader firmwho chooses strategy at first and then its
follower firms choose sequentially. What is more, the Stackelberg
model can be used to find the Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium
or Equilibria (SPNE). SPNE is the strategy profile that serves best
for each player, given the strategies of other players.

The Stackelberg game is one kind ofSequential game, which
refers to a game that players choose their strategies orderly. When
a player needs to decide its strategy, its chooses its action based on
the reactions of other players. The former player knows the follow-
ers will choose their strategies based on its decision, so it canmove
firstly to restrict the others’ actions. Therefore, the player who
takes actions firstly in a sequential game may take an advantage
and obtain more benefits. This is the characteristic of Sequential
game, called first-mover advantage or pioneer advantage.

Gift-giving game contains two kinds of players. One is an
employer who provides works (or wages) and the other one is a
worker who decides whether accept thewages or not. If there is no
workers accept thewages, the benefits of both of them are zero. If a
worker accepts the wage, he should choose the level of his efforts.
The more he contributes, the more the benefits the worker can
obtain.

Bayesian Game, which is also called a game with incomplete
information, is a gamewhere the players have incomplete informa-
tion about other players’ strategies or payoffs. But they know the
probability distribution of the others’ strategies. The equilibrium
of Bayesian Game is called Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE).

Considering there are two players whose strategies are cooper-
ate and defect, the payoff matrix of them is presented in Table 1. If
T >R >P >S, then this situation is called the prisoner’s dilemma.
The best outcome of a player is unilateral defection (defect while
the other player chooses to cooperate)while the equilibriumof this
game is mutual defection due to the higher potential benefits of
defection. Zero-Determinant (ZD) strategy was first proposed by
Press andDyson [17] to solve 2-player iterated prisoner’s dilemma.
A player with ZD strategy can make its own payoff have a linear
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relationship with the other’s payoff. The other player has no idea
about this ZD player. Thus the ZD player can take this advantage
to force the opponent to choose the strategy that the ZD player
wants the other player to choose (e.g., cooperation) by setting
the relationship properly. What is more, recent research shows
this strategy can be extended to larger application scenarios with
multiple players [18].

If Table 1 presents the payoff matrix of the chicken game, T>R
>S >P should be satisfied. The difference between the prisoner’s
dilemma and the game of chicken is that the outcome of unilateral
cooperation is higher than mutual defection in the chicken game.
There are two Nash Equilibria, mutual cooperation and mutual
defection in the chicken game.

Stochastic game [19], which consists of finite or infinite num-
ber of stages, refers to a dynamic game with probabilistic transi-
tions played by one ormore players. In each stage, the game begins
at an uncertain state, and then its players choose their strategies
and obtain payoffs according to a current state and the strategies
they choose. The state of each stage does not have to be the same
and if they are the same, the game is a repeated game. If the number
of players in a stochastic game is finite and the number of possible
states in each stage is finite, it must have a NE, which may not
be the optimal strategies for both players. Stochastic game is also
called Markov game.

Potential game [20] is a very helpful game in designing
schemes and instructing players in choosing strategies. The most
important notion in the potential game is potential function,which
is a global function related to each player’s payoff function. A
significant property of potential game is that the NEmust exist and
it can achieve maximize overall profits.

Differential game [21] is a kind of cooperative game, where
players interact with each other continuously to achieve their own
optimal objectives. It can be widely used in addressing optimal
control problems.

Colonel Blotto game [22] is a zero-sum game within two play-
ers who distribute their limited forces to some battlefields at the
same time. Each player has no idea about the strategies of another.
In each battlefield, the player who allocates more forces will win.
They need to figure out the most optimal allocation plan in order
to win as more battlefields as possible.

Behavioral game [23] is different from traditional games that
assume players to be rational and unwilling to believe in others.
However, behavioral economists proved that traditional games are
impractical in modeling actions of humans. Behavioral game takes
irrational factors into consideration andmakes a gamemodelmore
socialized. This kind of game can be used to model interactions
with many human participations.

In most research, players are assumed to be overly reasoning,
which is not reasonable in some practical scenarios. Players in
evolutionary game are bounded rational. A player with bounded
rational will not change its strategy until its benefit decreases
significantly. Evolutionary game takes various factors that may
influence a player’s decisions into consideration and analyzes the
evolution of player actions. Evolutionarily Stable Strategy (ESS) is a
strategy adopted by most members of the population. When most
players in a system choose the ESS, the system is strong enough to
resist small turbulence.

Shapley value [24] is a concept in cooperative game. It is a
value to evaluate the contribution of each player. With the help
of Shapley value, the overall utility of all players can be distributed
to a coalition fairly.

Sealed-bid auction is a type of auction process where every
buyer (e.g., worker) submits its sealed bid to an auctioneer (e.g., a
platform) simultaneously, and then the auctioneer sells its product
(task) to the buyer who has offered the highest bid and publishes
it to the public after comparison. Vickery–Clarke–Groves (VCG)
mechanism is one kind of sealed-bid auctions. This mechanism
can alleviate players to tell the truth and distribute the items bided
optimally.

2.3. Human–machine networks

HMNs refer to the networks where humans andmachines work
together to provide synergistic effects that are higher than those
if they work independently [3]. It refers to a situation where
humans and machines can interact with each other and produce
more significant influences than themselves. An object that has
unpredictable behaviors like emotions, preferences, and decision-
making is what we called human here. Machines are the entities
that have no preferences or emotions. Due to deep research in
machine learning and data mining, which require a large amount
datasets collected from humans or through humans’ machines, the
ties between humans and machines are becoming closer.

Tsvetkova et al. divided HMNs into eight types, public resource
computing, crowdsourcing, web search engines, crowd sensing,
online markets, social media, online games and virtual worlds,
and mass collaboration, based on the interactions among humans
and machines. This classification evolves with the emergence and
development of new technologies. IoT is a hybrid HMNs that has
the characteristics of crowdsensing and social media, while Bitcoin
combines public resource computing with online markets. Con-
crete introductions to these systems and current research in them
can be found in [3].

In this paper, we focus on crowdsourcing and IoT which have
been widely studied. They are most attractive and typical HMN
systems than the other types.

3. Model requirements

We propose a number of requirements with regard to game
modeling and game theoretical analysis in this section. They can
be used as an evaluation measure to comment and justify the pros
and cons of each existing study. The first six requirements are given
to evaluate game theoretical analysis and the rests are proposed
as the requirements for incentive mechanisms designed based on
game theory.

Privacy Preservation (PP): A common feature of crowdsourc-
ing systems and IoT systems is that workers or nodes provide
information that contains or reveals their privacy. The perfect per-
formance of these systems depends on the high level of participa-
tion. Participants demanding for privacy protection are not willing
to take part in systems without privacy preservation concerns.
Therefore, it is essential to consider privacy preservation when
designing a gamemodel to attract system participants. In addition,
it can enhance system trust and service quality in the long term.

Stability (ST): The gamemodel should eventually enter a stable
state that all of the players are satisfiedwith their payoffs and have
no incentive to betray unilaterally. This requirement is essential
for formulating a successful game model. An easy way to judge
whether a model satisfies this requirement is to figure out the
number of equilibrium of the model. If there are two or more
equilibria, it is difficult to decide which equilibrium would be
achieved. If there is no equilibrium, the game model provides no
guides to the modeler. Thus, a game model that can achieve a
unique equilibrium is preferred during game theoretical modeling
and analysis.

Applicability (A): The goal of game modeling is to solve some
practical problems in a concrete system. For example, in a crowd-
sourcing system, game theory could be used to enhance the partici-
pation level ofworkers or suppress themalicious actions of players.
If a game model can be theoretically or practically illustrated to
be efficient in solving its target problems, we say this game model
satisfies the requirement of applicability.

Efficiency (E): It is difficult to give a precise definition of ef-
ficiency as this requirement is related to the goals of models. In
Wikipedia, efficiency is defined as the ability to avoid wasting
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materials, energy, efforts, money, and time in doing something or
in producing a desired result. Therefore if the cost to conduct a
game is low, the payoffs of players can increase, the calculation of
NE can be finished in polynomial time and there is not unnecessary
dissipation of resources, then the gamemodel is satisfied with this
requirement. This requirement can make sure that the game is
designedwith not only effectiveness but also high efficiency so that
it can be widely used.

Feasibility (F): A feasible model refers to a situation that the
payoff functions of players are defined according to the obtainable
information and the cost of the designed game should not be too
exorbitant to conduct. Otherwise, the game cannot be executed to
analyze the interactions between players and provide instructions
to them.

Scalability (SC): This requirement ensures that a designed game
model can be extended to a large scale scenario with more players
participating in and less restrictions on experimental conditions.
A scalable model can fit into other application scenarios easily
without too much modification. Notably, some solutions can only
effectively address problems in theory in the condition of very
strict assumptions, which is not easy to fit into a real-world
environment. Therefore, we should take scalability into serious
consideration when designing a feasible game.

Individual Rationality (IR): It is unreasonable that a player has
incentive to take part in a game where it can only obtain negative
utility. Therefore, a helpfulmodel should guarantee that its equilib-
rium is a state where any players can obtain non-negative profits.
In a non-cooperative game, all players choose strategies from the
view of maximizing their own profits, therefore this requirement
is satisfied in each non-cooperative game. We say a cooperative
game is individual rationality when the players in grand coalition
can obtain more profits than it can obtain on his own (without
cooperation with anyone else).

Truthfulness (T): A game-based incentive mechanism is de-
signed to impel players to tell truth. Thus, it should make sure
that there is no individual can obtain more profits than others
by cheating no matter what strategies the other players choose.
The possibility of profiting from dishonest actions will encourage
unhealthy tendencies, thus affect the quality of service, and even-
tually make the system crash.

Robustness (R): It is unavoidable that there may exist more or
less deviations, especially in practical scenarios. A robust model
should have the ability to resist deviations and reach a stable state
in a short time. Some random variables can be introduced to ex-
press the disturbances of an environment or internal participants.

Profitability (P): Let us assume that there is such a service
platform that can serve its own users. These users will choose this
platform only when they can obtain more profits in this platform.
However, if the platform sacrifices its utility to attract more users,
then this platform cannot survive for a long time. Therefore we
propose the requirement of profitability to ensure that the non-
negative utility of each player is not built on the decrease of other
incoherent entities’ utilities.

4. Crowdsourcing systems and their economic models

Crowdsourcing refers to an approach that a company or in-
stitution outsources its tasks that were executed by its employ-
ees in the past to voluntaries and non-specific crowds. In a
general crowdsourcing system, there are three participants:
crowdsourcers (i.e., requesters), workers (i.e., providers) and a
crowdsourcing platform. The crowdsourcer refers to a player who
has one or more tasks that need to outsource and workers are
the players who have extra resources or abilities to conduct these
tasks. All of these crowdsourcers and workers register with a third
party, which is what we call the crowdsourcing platform herein.

Fig. 1. The structure of crowdsourcing contest system.

The task distribution and reward allocation are performed by this
platform. To model the relationship of these participants from
the view of economics, lots of experts used sealed-bid auction
to model the interactions among them [25–28]. Crowdsourcing
systems can be generally divided into two types: crowdsourcing
contest and microtask crowdsourcing based on the types of tasks.
In this section, we discuss the economic models of these two kinds
of crowdsourcing systems.

4.1. Crowdsourcing contest system

Crowdsourcing Contest System (CCS) refers to a situationwhere
multiple workers compete with each other to provide solutions to
the tasks outsourced by crowdsourcers. These tasks are very chal-
lenging and significant and it will take the workers a long time or
big costs to complete them. The workers who win the contest can
obtain high profits. There are twomodes of payment:winner-take-
all mode [29] and all-pay mode [30]. If a crowdsourcing system
applies the winner-take-all mode, only the winner or winners can
obtain profitswhile the efforts of the otherworkers are vain, which
is also the mainstream auction. If a crowdsourcing system applies
the all-pay mode, all of the workers who have struggled to work
out the tasks will be paid according to their efforts. Luo et al. [31]
stated that the all-paymode is more natural than thewinner-take-
all mode when the bid we take into consideration is the actual
contribution efforts of workers instead of the willingness to make
contribution.

We assume a general crowdsourcing system N = (CP, C,W ),
where CP stands for a crowdsourcing platform, C = {C1C2, . . . , Cm
is the set of m crowdsourcers and W = {W1W2, . . . ,Wn is the set
of n workers, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume each worker cannot
do more than one task at the same time due to the limitation of its
ability and resources.

For each crowdsourcer Cii = 1, 2, . . . ,m [25]:

1. Ci has a task Ti need to be completed and it cannot do it by
itself;

2. If Ti is completed, Ci can obtain benefit vi;
3. The highest fee that Ci would like to pay for workers to com-

plete Ti is presented as bi It is the bid of each crowdsourcer.
As there are m crowdsourcers, we can get a bid vector β =

(b1b2, . . . , bm);
4. Ci needs to pay guarantee feewC

i to the CP in case it does not
pay for the workers after they finished Ti;

5. In order to restrain the dishonest actions of crowdsourcer,
CP collects feedback fromeveryworker and returns a certain
fee pi to Ci on the basis of the feedback.
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Based on the above modeling, we can conclude the utility func-
tion of Ci as follows:

UC
i = vi − (wC

i − pi).

For each workerWjj = 1, 2, . . . , n:

1. It takes Wj a cost c ij > 0 to complete task Ti. We get a cost
vector σj = (c1j c

2
j , . . . , c

m
j ) forWj;

2. Wj gives a ask price aij for each task Ti based on its cost
and Wj will not complete Ti if aij > bi. We can obtain a
ask vector αj = (a1j a

2
j , . . . , a

m
j ) for Wj and an ask matrix

A = (α1; α2; . . . ; αn);
3. A set 1 consists of winning crowdsourcer–worker pairs is

defined in [25]. If (CiWj) ∈ 1, it means Wj is assigned to
complete Ti. In addition function δ (•) : C → W is also
defined in [25]. If δ (j) = i, we can know that Wj is assigned
to complete Ti, which can be represented as (CiWj) ∈ 1. And
if δ (j) = 0, it means Wj is not assigned to any tasks. The
parameter yδ(j)

j ∈ {0, 1} is used to indicate whether Wj has
been assigned a task. yδ(j)

j = 1 indicates that Wj has been
assigned a task;

4. Wj needs to pay guarantee fee wW
j to CP as well to ensure it

can complete tasks;
5. CP collects reports aboutWj from all crowdsourcers and de-

cides return fee pδ(j)
j paid back toWj based on these reports.

We can give the utility function of Wj on the basis of the above
analysis as below:

UW
j =

(
pδ(j)
j − wW

j

)
− yδ(j)

j cδ(j)
j .

Besides the guarantee fees CP obtains from crowdsourcers and
workers and the return fees paid back to crowdsourcers andwork-
ers, it also takes a cost for CP to execute auction and operate the
service. Parameter τi stands for the auction and operation fee that
CP should pay for the task Ti. And then the utility function of CP can
be presented as:

UCP =

∑
(Ci,Wj)∈1

[
(
wC

i − pi
)
+ (wW

j − pδ(j)
j ) − τi].

4.2. Microtask crowdsourcing system

Different from the crowdsourcing contest system, there is no
competition amongworkers in aMicrotask Crowdsourcing System
(MCS) (see Fig. 2). A crowdsourcer publishes a number of small
tasks that are cockamamie and inefficient but straightforward to
accomplish [32]. A situation where the task outsourced by the
crowdsourcer can be divided into a series of small tasks and
need the workers to make joint efforts can also be regarded as
a microtask crowdsourcing problem [33]. Note that in a micro-
task crowdsourcing system, the border between crowdsourcer and
crowdsourcing platform is blurred. The crowdsourcer can publish
its tasks and reward workers on its own or can ask a third party
(i.e., the crowdsourcing platform) to fulfill this job.

We consider a simplemicrotask crowdsourcingmodelwith one
CP and n workers W = W1W2, . . . ,Wn [34]. There are two kinds
of economic models constructed from the perspective of CP and
workers respectively [35].

We first introduce the procedure of the CP-centric model:

1. CP publishes its total reward R > based onwhichworkerWi
decides its participation level (time or ability) ti ≥ 0;

2. The cost and the reward of participating in completing the
task are related to total participating time. Let ci represent
the unit cost ofWi.

Through the above analysis, the utility function of Wi can be
summed up as

UW
i =

ti∑
i∈W ti

R − tici.

The utility of CP is related to the schedule of task completion. CP
can obtain huge profits if all of its tasks are accomplished in a short
time. Yang et al. [35] used a logistic function to describe the decay
of the utility of CP over time. The detailed utility function of CP was
designed as

UCP = λ log

(
1 +

∑
iϵW

log (1 + ti)

)
− R,

where λ > 1 is a system parameter.
The objective of thismodel is tomaximumUCP and eachworker

will choose appropriate ti to optimize UW
i accordingly.

The procedure of the worker-centric Model is:

1. CP publishes a series of tasks T = {T1T2, . . . , Tm, each task
can bringCP benefit vi;

2. Each worker Wj chooses its task set Tj ∈ T according to its
preference. The cost ofWj is cj, which is private information.
And then Wj sends its task–bid pair (Tjaj) to the platform,
where aj is the least ask price ofWj;

3. CP chooses a winner set S according to all the task–bid pairs
it receives and make sure the payoff pj for each worker.

The utility function of worker is

UW
j =

{
pj − cj, j ∈ S
0, otherwise,

And the utility function of CP can be set as

UCP =

∑
ti∈
⋃

j∈STj

vi −
∑
j∈S

pj.

4.3. Game theoretical methods for crowdsourcing systems

Crowdsourcing systems have shown their power in solving
some intractable problems [36–38]. In order to make them able
to meet the needs of economic development, a number of in-
centive mechanisms and algorithms came out recently. Some of
them can increase the efficiency and quality of existing solutions
[26,32,39–41], some can suppress various malicious behaviors
conducted by crowdsourcers or workers [25,42,43] and some
can also reduce the cost of executing such a crowdsourcing sys-
tem [27,28,44]. In this section, we discuss the game theoretical
methods designed for crowdsourcing systems and analyze them
based on the requirements as proposed in Section 3. Our analysis
results are presented in Table 2.

4.3.1. Game theoretical methods for CCSs
As stated before, crowdsourcing systems can be divided into

CCSs and MCSs based on whether there is competition among
workers. We first overview the applications of game theory in the
CCSs.

Hu and Wu [45] formed a static game with complete informa-
tion tomodel the interactions amongworkers of crowdsourcing for
software engineering. The authors analyzed the pure strategy NE
and mixed strategy NE under different conditions, which then can
give players instructions when choosing strategies. Even though
this can help attract more workers to participate, the parameters
and impact factors the authors considered were limited and there
was no concrete experiments conducted to support their conclu-
sion. Thus the requirement of SC cannot be satisfied in [45]. What’
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Fig. 2. The structure of microtask crowdsourcing system.

Table 2
Summary of game theoretical methods for crowdsourcing systems based on model requirements.

Ref. Application scenario Requirements

PP ST A E F SC IR T R P

36 CCS U Y Y Y Y U Y Y U Y
37 MCS U Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
29 MCS U Y Y Y Y U Y Y U Y
42 CCS U Y Y Y Y N – – – –
39 CCS U Y Y Y Y U – – Y –
41 CCS U Y Y Y Y Y Y Y U Y
22 CCS U Y Y Y Y U Y Y Y Y
26 CCS U Y Y Y Y N Y U U Y
38 MCS U Y Y Y Y Y Y Y U Y
43 CCS U Y Y Y Y Y – – – –
23 MCS U Y Y Y Y Y Y Y U Y
28 MCS U Y Y Y Y Y – – – –
24 MCS U Y Y Y Y Y Y U U Y
40 CCS U Y Y U Y U Y Y U Y
45 MCS U Y Y Y Y Y – – Y –
46 MCS U Y Y Y Y N Y Y U Y
47 MCS Y Y Y U Y U Y Y U Y
44 CCS U Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
25 MCS U Y Y N Y U Y Y U Y

Y: yes with support; N: no without support or considerations; U: unknown.

more, whether it can guarantee the privacy of workers is beyond
consideration.

A crowdsourcer may be attacked by other malicious crowd-
sourcers due to the openness of crowdsourcing. Naroditskiy
et al. [42] used a non-cooperative sequential game to analyze the
interaction between two crowdsourcers. At first, a crowdsourcer
chooses to crowdsource its task or work it out by itself and then
the others choose to attack it or not. Theoretical analysis showed
the mix strategy equilibrium of this game is that the weak player’s
payoff is zerowhile the strong one’s payoff is related to the cost and
success probability of attacks. Malicious actions were inevitable
and it was not efficient to suppress selfish actions by adding the
cost of attack. While these findings were not illustrated in experi-
ments and PP, SC were not considered.

A scheme that can ensure the quality of solutions is difficult
to design. Moshfeghi et al. [46] modeled the interactions among
workers as a reversed form of an n-person chicken game with
imperfect information to eliminate the situation that immoral
workers may try to finish tasks as soon as possible to increase the
number of tasks that they can complete in a fixed time without
considering the quality of the tasks they complete. The task that
workers need to complete in this paper was relevance assessment
and the game was named as Fast Relevance Assessment (FRA)
game where the players’ best strategy was to answer fast and
accurately. The authors proposed some matrices to evaluate the
effectiveness of this method and stated that this model is suitable
for other crowdsourcing experiments. Overall, ST, A, E, F, SC were
satisfied except PP.

Designing incentive mechanisms is an effective and efficiency
way to achieve different purposes. Most of existing incentive

mechanisms for crowdsourcing depends on monetary rewards.
However, without efficient pricing schemes, the social dilemma
between crowdsourcers and workers is difficult to eliminate.
Crowdsourcers may obtain more profits by falsely reporting and
lazy workers can increase their profits by free-riding.

When workers and crowdsourcers take strategies rationally
to maximize their own benefits, the interaction between crowd-
sourcers and workers is modeled as an asymmetric gift-giving
game if crowdsourcers pay at first [39]. The time-dependency of
their present and prospective actions was investigated by repeat-
edly playing this game. The authors presented a flat-rate pricing
scheme based on a reputation mechanism. The reputation value of
a crowdsourcer would increase if he paid a worker as the agree-
ment stated and vice versa. When a crowdsourcer’s reputation
decreased to a certain threshold, he was forbidden to post tasks
for a while. Social optimization is achieved, which means every
player can maximize its payoff without reducing the profits of
other players that are not involved in this game model. All of the
requirements were satisfied except that the authors did not take
PP, SC and R into consideration.

Anta et al. [44] designed an algorithmicmechanism to solve the
collusion among workers. The interactions among crowdsourcer
and rational workers were modeled as a Stackelberg game. The
procedures can be described as follows: the crowdsourcer out-
sourced tasks to a number of workers. Each worker had a possibil-
ity to cheat. Considering the cost to verify theworkers’ answers, the
crowdsourcer just verified the workers’ answers with some possi-
bility. If the crowdsourcer verified, it rewarded honestworkers and
punished dishonest ones. If it did not verify the answers it received
fromworkers, it regarded the answer of themajority as the correct
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one and rewarded the majority only. By theoretical analysis, the
authors induced a condition under which the crowdsourcer can
obtain the correct answers with large probability and maximize
its utility. The authors conducted two specific experiments to
illustrate the effectiveness and practice of this method. Parame-
ters selected from a wide range imply its support on scalability
as well. However, privacy protection and robustness were not
considered.

The prediction of many auction mechanisms and incentive
mechanisms is that all participants are satisfied, which means
all crowdsourcers are satisfied with the outcome of tasks and all
workers are willing to complete their tasks as promised. However,
these researches ignored the situations of free-riding and false-
reporting. Zhang et al. [25] defined the utilities of all participants:
the platform, the crowdsourcers and the workers. And then they
proposed twonovelmechanisms to eliminate free-riding and false-
reporting in a crowdsourcing system. No crowdsourcers can obtain
more profits by taking dishonest actions and the workers can be
incentivized to complete their promised tasks at the same time.
PP and SC were not considered in this paper while the other
requirements were satisfied according to the above analysis.

Behavior biases in prospect theory and the uncertainty of deci-
sion making in standard economic model may affect the design of
mechanisms.What ismore, how to choose themost suitablemech-
anisms is significantly crucial. Easley and Ghosh [29] modeled the
interactions among crowdsourcers and workers as a principal-
agent problem. Considering a simple model that there was a prin-
cipal, who has a task to outsource, and a number of workers who
decide the quality of task strategically with an opportunity cost.
The principal has many kinds of incentive contracts to choose, for
example, fixed prices to a fixed number of workers, or winner-
take-all strategy. Game theory was used to help principal choose
an optimal contract by calculating equilibria under different situa-
tions. The results showed that if workers choose actions according
to expected utility theory, the optimal strategy for principal is the
fix-payment contract and if the workers choose actions according
to prospect theory preferences, the best strategy of principal is
winner-take-all contest. All the above conclusions stay at a theo-
retical levelwithout any practical analysis. PP, T andRwere beyond
the authors’ consideration as well.

It is possible that malicious workers may attack others. Even
if this malicious worker cannot increase its own profit, it can de-
crease the profit of the target being attacked. An iterated prisoner’s
dilemma game was modeled to capture the interaction between
workers who would be malicious [43]. The loss incurred by ma-
licious actions of workers motivated crowdsourcer to prevent at-
tacks from theworkers and punish themby economic penalties. By
analyzing the expected payoff of crowdsourcer and worker, Zero-
Determinant (ZD) strategy can be calculated. If a player adopted
ZD strategy, the expected payoff of the other player is fixed. This
means that a crowdsourcer can unilaterally force worker to coop-
erate by applying ZD strategy. The authors did not consider PP, E,
SC and R in this method.

Lu et al. [47] proposed a novel socially optimal rating protocol
to eliminate crowdsourcing contest dilemma, such as free-riding or
attacking others players. Each player was given a rate initially, and
the value of the rate would change after each time generation ac-
cording to their own actions. A player can only try to provide good
solutions to increase its rate and profits. The authors illustrated
that this protocol can suppress the malicious actions of workers
and the achieved social optimum is robust. They stated their work
is scalable. Thus this method takes all of these requirements into
consideration but PP.

4.3.2. Game theoretical methods for MCSs
There are lots of tasks in a MCS. Each worker chooses its ideal

tasks based on the rewards and its own ability. There is no competi-
tion amongworkers. In this section,we investigate the applications
of game theory in MCSs.

TruCentive [40] was an incentive platform, on which each
mobile user can get or submit parking information. There were
two kinds of participants: workers who provide parking informa-
tion and crowdsourcers who want to find parking places through
this platform. The transaction between them can be described
as: workers provide parking information to the TruCentive plat-
form, and then crowdsourcers pay for the information and report
whether they had parked successfully. The authors used game
theory to design the incentive protocol that can encourageworkers
to provide high utility data (telling truth) even if the mobile users
are unauthentic. Experiments showed the feasibility, stability and
robustness of this method. It is also scalable since it can be applied
to other practical MCSs. While the privacy of mobile users was not
considered.

Considering the cost of verifying the quality of tasks completed
by workers may be significantly high, existing incentive mecha-
nisms for solving the problem of low quality of completed tasks
are unable to control the cost of crowdsourcers in a low level. Au-
thors in [32] presented a cost-effective incentivemechanismbased
on game theory. This mechanism can incent workers to supply
solutions with high quality and arbitrarily low cost by adopting
quality-aware worker training. The authors also demonstrated
the effective of this mechanism through theoretical analysis and
simulations. Nevertheless, PP, SC andRwere beyond consideration.

Luo et al. [41] used Stackelberg game to model the interactions
between crowdsourcers and workers for multiple collaborative
tasks in mobile crowdsourcing. The authors illustrated that design
the reward function based on the quality of task is fairer than that
based on the number of users. NE that can maximize the benefit
of crowdsourcer exists under different situations no matter the
cost of mobile user is complete information or not and no matter
the tasks that need to be completed is homogeneous or not. The
authors also proposed online mechanisms that can process real
time tasks based on a Markov model without high computational
complexity. All the requirements except PP and R were considered
in this paper.

Yang et al. [26] modeled the incentive mechanism that can
maximize the crowdsourcer’s utility as a Stackelberg game. In this
game, the crowdsourcer is the leaderwhose strategy is to decide its
rewards and the mobile users are the followers who choose their
working time. Stackelberg Equilibrium is achieved and no worker
can obtain more benefits by unilaterally changing its strategy. And
then they formed a user-centric auctionmechanism that canmake
sure each player can obtain non-negative profits and asking price
based on their costs (telling truth) is the only way to maximum
their utilities. Even if this mechanism is user-centric, it does not
decrease crowdsourcer’s utility. Other requirementswere satisfied
as well except PP and R that were not considered in this study.

A dynamic non-cooperative game was formulated to model
the interactions among crowdsourcers [31]. Each crowdsourcer
compete for the limited number of workers. This study focused on
how crowdsourcers can price smartly. Through theoretical anal-
ysis, NE (cooperative) always exists, no matter the strategies of
other crowdsourcers is complete information or not. However, the
NE is inefficient because it cannot obtain the maximum overall
benefits. This is called the Prisoner’s Dilemma in economics. By
repeatedly playing this game, if a crowdsourcer deviated from NE,
the others would punish it. Rational crowdsourcers would choose
NE to achieve long-term benefits. This model can also be used in
lots of practical environments. It fulfills the requirements of ST, A,
E, F and SC, respectively. Nevertheless, whether this method can
protect the privacy of all the participants is unknown.
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Peng et al. [48] considered the bounded rationality of work-
ers and modeled the interactions between workers as an evolu-
tionary game and the interactions between crowdsourcers as a
non-cooperative game. The overall procedure can be described
as following. At first, each worker chooses a crowdsourcer and
completes the task this crowdsourcer allocated to it. And then
the workers compare their profits with the average profit of all
workers. If a worker’s profit is lower than the average value,
it would choose another crowdsourcer. Crowdsourcers changed
their strategies (budgets) as well according the others’ strategies
to appearmoreworkers. Once a crowdsourcer changes its strategy,
workers changed theirs correspondingly. A stable state is that all
the crowdsourcers choose the same budget and achieved the same
profits and all the workers obtain the same rewards. The authors
stated that this method can be applied into many practical MCSs
with different crowdsourcing objectives. ST, A, E, F and SC were
satisfied. However, the effectiveness of this approach in terms of
preserving privacy is unknown.

It is reasonable that the types of all the crowdsourcers sub-
scribed to the same platform could be different, different tasks
may need different number of workers. What is more, the types
of workers could be different as well. Different workers may have
different abilities and the costs to complete the same taskmay also
be different. Koutsopoulos [28] designed a mechanism from the
perspective of minimizing the cost of crowdsourcers and guaran-
teeing the experience of workers. The interaction among workers
was modeled as a repeated Bayesian game that each player is
not familiar with other players’ characteristics. The author used
a second-price auction mechanism that can help crowdsourcers
decide participation level and payment allocation based on the
quality of the completed work of workers. Through concrete anal-
ysis, the proposedmechanism canmotivate workers to participate
in and report their costs truthfully. And the cost of crowdsourcer is
minimized while its revenue is kept constant. A concrete example
showed this mechanismwas feasible. While theremay exist a data
redundancy problem, thus the effectiveness may not be satisfied.
PP, SC and R were not considered in this method, either.

Anta et al. [27] modeled the interaction among arbitrary num-
ber of agents as a Bayesian game that the information about
players was incomplete. This makes this model scalable. Different
from [28], this model was from the perspective of maximizing the
profit of crowdsourcers with the help of reward tuple. An auction
mechanismused in this paper is an asymmetric all-pay contest. The
authors proved the existence of the only equilibrium of this game
and listed the characteristics of this equilibrium. And the optimal
reward tuple was calculated as well. Unfortunately, PP, T and R
were not considered in this method.

Rational mobile users may have no incentive to participate in
a crowdsourcing system when the cost of participation is high.
Ma et al. [49] proposed an incentive mechanism based on game
theory to solve this problem. It can promote players to act honestly.
The authors also designed an evolutionary game to help players
choose optimal strategies by deriving Evolutionarily Stable Strate-
gies (ESS). Nevertheless, thismechanism cannot be applied tomore
complicated crowdsourcing systems and privacy protection and
robustness are beyond the authors’ consideration.

Wang et al. [50] focused on privacy preservation problems in
context-aware crowdsourcing systems. They modeled the inter-
actions among system players as a repeated game and proposed
a reputation system. NE was calculated and analyzed in this pa-
per. Through careful design, CP can be encouraged to protect the
worker’s privacy and its own profits can be guaranteed as well. E,
SC and R were not considered by the authors.

5. Game modeling in IoT

Depending on advanced sensing and communication technolo-
gies, a large number of smart devices are connected with each
other through the Internet to form various IoT systems. These
devices can communicate with each other, collect, process and
transmit data among each other and eliminate the influence of per-
sonal rationality without direct human participation. Nowadays,
IoT has been widely applied in lots of areas for different purposes,
like transportation control, energy management, smart cities and
health care, etc. [51,52]. As a rising but complicated technology,
there is no unified and specific definition of IoT. One relatively
accurate definition is given in [53], which says that IoT envisions
a self-configuring, adaptive, complex network that interconnects
‘‘things’’ to the Internet through the use of standard communica-
tion protocols. The interconnected things have physical or virtual
representation in the digital world, own sensing/actuating capabil-
ity, hold a programmability feature and are uniquely identifiable.

In a lot of literatures, IoT can be divided into three layers:
perception layer, network layer and application layer [54]. The
perception layer consists of various kinds objects [51], like sensors,
camera, GPS, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags, Near Field
Communication (NFC) devices, actuators and so on. These objects
sense data in a distributed manner and collect information and
data. Various communication networks like cellular networks and
sensor networks converge in the network layer. IoT management
and information operation happens in the network layer as well
[55]. Data and information gathered, analyzed and processed in the
former two layers are applied in the application layer.

Due to the large-scale and distributed architecture of IoT, data
is collected from different devices with various qualities. The data
should be cleaned and standardized before putting into use. How
to design a proper and lightweight way to arrange communication
and computation resources and scheduling tasks to ensure least
resource consumption, powerwaste and fast task accomplishment
is a great challenge in IoT network arrangement. IoT is a large
network that consists of various and distributed network entities
with high mobility and different kinds of protocols. In order to
formulate an effective IoT, its topologic architecture should be op-
timized. A designer should take Quality of Service (QoS) into con-
sideration with respect to communication problems. With large
amount data operated and transmitted among different entities,
data security should be ensured to keep high participation rate
of objects, especially in the situation that sensitive and personal
data are collected, transmitted and processed. IoT should have
the capability of preventing intrusions and Deny of Service (DoS)
or Distributed Deny of Service (DDoS) to keep the network work
properly with long lifetime. There are also some challenges in IoT
applications, e.g., competition among IoT service providers and
optimal pricing design.

Game theory has also been applied into IoT in order to overcome
some of its challenges. An effective IoT system should fulfill some
non-trivial demands for ensuring systemperformance, lightweight
communication overhead, and high level of security. We research
on game theoreticalmethods applied in the area of IoT for different
applications and give a brief summary in Table 3 about application
purposes and applied game models. In what follows, we review
the existing work about applying game theory to solve IoT prob-
lems. Our review consists of the following parts: Game Theoretical
Methods for NetworkArrangement; Game TheoreticalMethods for
Communications; Game TheoreticalMethods for Network Security
and Game Theoretical Methods for Application (see Table 4 that
summarises the review based on game model requirements).
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Table 3
General usages of game theory in IoT.

Purpose Game model Reference

Network arrangement Power control Non-cooperative game [56,57]
Cooperative game [58]

Selection problem Non-cooperative game [59–61]
Cooperative Game [62]

Task scheduling Non-cooperative game [63]
Cooperative game [64–66]

Resource allocation Non-cooperative game [62,67–70]

Cooperative Game [58,67,71,72]
Communications QoS Non-cooperative game [64,68,73,74]

Cooperative Game [75–79]
Topology optimization Non-cooperative game [80]
Routing protocol Non-cooperative game [81–83]

Network security Honeypot Non-cooperative game [84]
Security problems Non-cooperative game [85–87]
Trust Non-cooperative game [56]
Anomaly detection Non-cooperative game [88,89]

Application Data process Cooperative Game [90,91]
Service provision Non-cooperative game [51]

Cooperative Game [92]

5.1. Game theoretical methods for network arrangement

Massive smart devices are connected in IoT. It is significant
and essential to arrange resources and power in a proper way
to avoid unnecessary waste and enlarge system lifetime as long
as possible. Multi-tasks consist in IoT systems and smart devices
may join and leave the systems frequently due to their mobility
and unpredictability. An effective and rational task scheduling
scheme can help task providers complete their tasks in a short
time and enhance IoT performance. More and more objects can
be involved for achieving a high task accomplishment rate. Game
theory, as a powerful tool in capturing players’ interactions and
helping players make optimal decisions, has been widely used to
solve one or more problems in IoT. In this section, we research on
the game theoretical methods about network arrangement in IoT.

Power Control (PC)

Cryptographic is a widely recognized approach to achieve the
requirement of security inmany fields. However, in IoT, there is no
sufficient computational capabilities and power to execute com-
plicated cryptographic algorithms. Duan et al. [56] proposed an
energy-aware trust derivation scheme with game theory that can
control the power consumption to a low levelwithout compromise
of system security. Players in this model are all the neighbors of
evaluated nodes. After receiving a trust request, the players choose
to reply or not based on their remaining energy. Hop limitation
is used in this scheme as well to reduce latency. Considering that
the players may act selfishly, the authors established a dilemma
game to calculate the optimal number of recommendations. The
requesters just trust the nodes that gain more recommendations
than this optimal number, otherwise, the scheme is not secure.
The effectiveness of this scheme is demonstrated through exper-
iments and performance evaluation. The performance needs to be
improved by adjusting this scheme to reduce the overhead of trust
request in order to achieve profitability. PP, SC, R and P were not
considered in this scheme.

Kim proposed an adaptive power control scheme based on a
behavioral game, which can capture the bounded intelligence of
players [57]. Mobile nodes are the players in this game and the
strategies of these players are related to the levels of power. In
each time generation, every player observes the current Signal-
to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) and packet delivery ratio
and calculates their payoffs individually. Background noise was
considered in calculating SINR to increase the robustness of this

method. Response sensitivity is decided by the player’s think-
ing level, which varies with each individual. Combining all the
above information, the players can calculate a Mutually Consistent
Behavior Equilibrium (MCBE), which is a near-Nash equilibrium
that no players have incentive to change their strategies. Each
player in this scheme can monitor the payoff constantly and if his
payoff changes a lot, the algorithm will calculate another strategy
for him. Besides power control, the method designed can also
be used in other situations, where cooperation and conflict exist
simultaneously. Through the above analysis, all of the proposed
requirements were satisfied except PP and P.

Considering the energy used to transmit signals and data is
more than that used to receive signals or data, Xiao et al. [58] pro-
posed a system where receivers can transfer their surplus power
to transmitters in order to extend the lifetime of the system. The
authors formed a collaborative stochastic game to model the in-
teractions between transmitters and receivers. In order to prolong
the lifetime of the system, the players should not only consider
some current parameters, like their batteries, energies and com-
munication overhead, but also predict their future evolution based
on those of the past using Markov property. Concert theoretical
analysis and numeric experiments showed that the optimal ac-
tions (NE) of the players calculated in this paper can improve the
expected discounted payoff of the system. Whether this method
can be applied to another application scenarios (i.e., SC) and resist
destabilizations (i.e., R) and privacy intrusion was not considered
by the authors.

Selection Problem (SP1)

There are massive nodes existing in an IoT system and no
effective or lightweight ways have been developed to ensure the
quality of them all. If a node chooses some ‘‘friend’’ nodes and
communicate or share information with them, each node could
achieve their goals in an efficient and inexpensive way. Militano
et al. designed a friend selection mechanism that combines a
cooperative game and a Shapley-value based algorithm [62]. The
general procedure of this scheme is when a node decides whether
involve a new candidate as its friend, it first checks if the number
of its friends has reached the largest number n. If not, it tries
to make a friendship with this candidate directly, otherwise, it
calculates and ranks the marginal contributions of existing friends
and this new candidate. If this new candidate is the first n nodes
with largest contribution, it tries to make a friendship with the
candidate. The evaluation results showed that the mechanism can
manage friendship selection properly with little overhead. Thus
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Table 4
Summary of game theoretical methods for IoT systems based on model requirements.

the effectiveness of this method is based on a little sacrifice of
feasibility. However, the authors did not consider node similarity
and the influence of ‘‘friend’’ nodes on choosing new friends. More
parameters can be added to evaluate the nodes aswell. The authors
did not prove the stability and robustness of this method and the
ability of preserving the privacy of the shared information was not
considered.

In a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) based IoT network, the
way for sensors and other objects to communicate is through
Access Points (AP).When a sensor ismaking a decision aboutwhich
AP to choose, it not only needs to consider the characteristics of
each AP, like bandwidth resources and distributions, the position
of itself and the qualities of communication channels, the actions of
other sensors also play a nontrivial role. Ju and Shao [59] modeled
the interactions among every sensor as a potential game,which has
at least one NE point. An algorithm to compute NE was proposed
in this paper as well. This method can achieve high efficiency with
low computational complexity and all APs can achieve their opti-
mal utilities. Nevertheless, this method can be further optimized
by enhancing SC and R.

The emergence of IoT provides people a new way to provide
and request services. These services are supported by all devices
involved. If something happened to these devices, like power off
and system crash, service supply may also be interrupted. Such
a situation may exist that a device obtains more services than it

requests. This causes unnecessary energy consumption and could
reduce system lifetime. An evolutionary game was proposed to
solve multi-application service selection from an overall view in
IoT [60]. Each node that needs to select services is a player and the
utility of each player is its estimated lifetime. All players’ payoffs
(lifetime) are computed and stored at a centralized controller. And
then this controller computes the average payoff and broadcasts it
to everyone. Only the player whose payoff is less than the average
onewill select another service randomly. The evolutionary equilib-
rium state can balance each player’s payoff. This method is proved
to be effective in preventing congestion in popular nodes and
can handle the service selection problem globally. The experiment
results prove the efficiency of this method for its solution is easy
to compute. The authors also proposed a future direction to save
communication overhead by studying group-based service selec-
tion. This method cannot satisfy the requirement of SC because its
time cost increased sharply when the number of devices reaches
to a certain number. PP and R were not considered by the authors
as well.

Different from [60], Guijarro et al. studied the competition
among service providers with a non-cooperative game [61]. These
service providers compete for limited information rate in WSNs
and the requirements from users. And these two competitions
are assumed to happen at the same time. The authors also calcu-
lated Nash Equilibrium and gave specific explanation on how user
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sensitivity to the value-to-price ratio (i.e., the information rate a
provider can get divided by the price a user can pay) and the num-
ber of service providers influences the existence and uniqueness
of equilibrium in this game. Unfortunately, the utilities of service
providers and users are increased based on the decrease of WSNs’
benefit. And when users’ sensitivity grows higher and higher, the
feasibility of NE decreased. Thus, this proposed method cannot
satisfy F and P. It did not take PP, R into consideration either.

Task Scheduling (TS)

In current IoT applications, nodes involved are more and more
intelligent and autonomous. They can communicate and exchange
information with other nodes and then change their strategies to
achieve high profits. This could cost energy and reduce the nodes’
lifetime as well. In addition, due to the powerful ability of IoT,
tasks are heterogeneouswith different computation requirements,
storage costs and different purposes. Nodes in IoT cannot be fully
trusted as well. The node connectivity is influenced by their mo-
bility and then can join or leave the network at any time. The mo-
bility also causes computation burden. Therefore formulating an
effective and energy-aware task scheduling scheme is an inevitable
problem in IoT.

Task cluster [64] is an important term in IoT. It consists of a
number of nodes equipped with the same sensors to accomplish a
certain task, like trafficmonitoring and temperaturemonitoring, in
a specific area. Each cluster has a cluster head to track andmonitor
and manage all involved nodes to share the burden of task loads.

Haghighi et al. [65] proposed a non-cooperative game with
perfect information to formulate the interactions between base
station and cluster-heads. The utilities of players and NE are cal-
culated by an auction-based algorithm. The utility function of the
cluster-head is related to its operation time. The longer it can
survive, the more profits it can get. And the base station can only
make profits when it serves the end-user’s request. NE point is
where all network entities maximize their profits. It is proved
that this method can distribute multiple tasks optimally with little
energy consumption. Comparing to our proposed requirement, PP,
SC and R were not considered in this method.

A novel paradigm called Mobile-IoT-Federation-as-a-Service
(MIFaaS) was proposed in [66]. An IoT Cloud Providers (ICPs) can
involve all of its devices into a federation formed by a lot of
cooperative ICPs. All resources in this federation can be shared by
all participants. A repeated coalition formation game was formed
by Farris et al. to prevent selfish actions of ICPs. Selfish ICPs
can obtain more utilities at the NE point of this game than they
can obtain when acting independently. A proof-of-concept perfor-
mance evaluation showed this cooperative game can improve all
players’ payoffs and can accomplish more tasks than other non-
cooperative game approaches. In simulations, the authors showed
the efficiency and feasibility of this method in improving the rate
of successful completion of tasks and improving the utilities of
ICPs. The scalability was validated by applying this approach to
a large application scenario with a big number of mobile devices.
But the authors ignored privacy protection, security problems and
the cooperation between ICPs from different clouds. Overall, the
requirements that were not considered in this study are PP and R.

A collaborative stochastic game as introduced in [62] can also
arrange tasks properly. In this scenario, task refers to arranging
the receivers’ energy reasonable, which can prolong system life-
time. There are also some non-cooperative solutions in the litera-
ture [63,64].

The authors in [64] formulated a non-cooperative game with
auction to solve task scheduling problems in IoT with exploited
D2D communications. In this paper, all the nodes that have the
ability to accomplish the same task competewith each other to join
a cluster. All the nodes choose strategies to maximum their own

utilities. TheNash equilibriumpoint calculated from this gamewas
proved to be optimal in the nodes’ utility functions. The simulation
results illustrated the efficiency and feasibility of this method even
though the requirements of PP, SC and R are beyond consideration.

Bui et al. [63] gave a game theoretical solution about real-
time IoT-based traffic light control. At first, they set up a connect
intersection system for all entities to share information so that
a controller can make real-time decision making efficiently. And
then they proposed Cournot Model to provide control for normal
situations. The Stackelberg gamewas applied to help the controller
make decisions when there are priority vehicles, like ambulances
and police cars, in this intersection. This approach can make the
average waiting time of vehicles at a low level in comparison with
other approaches. While it may not be profitable for all entities,
it can be extended to a more complicated situation with multiple
crossroads and different levels of emergency vehicles. The require-
ments that have not been considered in this paper are PP, R and P.

Resource Allocation (RA)

Various studies applied game theoreticalmethods in addressing
resource allocation problems in IoT. We think most of them can
also be used to achieve such objectives as power control, QoS and
security.

Safdar et al. investigated in resource allocation problem for
uplink Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications in cellular
networks [67] and heterogeneous cellular networks [60] from the
perspective of game theory. They used both cooperative and non-
cooperative games and the results showed that non-cooperative
game can help players gain more profits while the cooperative one
is fairer.

Kim proposed aMarkov game based scheme [68] to allocate IoT
resources and this scheme can also improve system performance
while satisfying QoS. The players in this game are QoS schedulers
who are instructed by the learning Markov game to choose op-
timal strategies. In each time generation, players estimate their
own utilities and change their state transition probability. This
game does not stop until all the players attain a stable status. The
evaluation results showed that this approach can make more full
use of resourceswith lower service delay in comparisonwith other
approaches. Nevertheless, PP, SC and R were not considered.

Kim [69] presented a two-stage nested game to assign compu-
tation resource dynamically in Mobile Cloud IoT (MCIoT). In the
first stage, the author used a non-cooperative bargaining game
for partial offloading of applications in each mobile device. Each
device chooses strategies to maximize its own utility. After re-
partition, one part of applications is computed locally while the
other part is computed by computation resources allocated by an
auction game. This is a distributed approach that can reduce com-
putational complexity. The performance evaluation showed that
this approach can save energy consumption, shorten application
execution time and improve QoS satisfaction with low packet loss
probability. However, this approach did not take the requirements
of PP, SC and R into consideration.

Huang et al. exploited a location-awareness resource alloca-
tion approach based on a repeated non-cooperative game with
complete information for D2D communications [70]. The players
in this game are base stations and they compete for resource
allocation quota with each other. The authors also provided a NE
derivation algorithm. And then they extended this approach in an
IoT environment and considered the situation that the NE does
not exist [71]. The authors used a cooperative game to capture
the interaction between two base stations, whose objective is to
maximize the utilities of both. These two studies did not consider
PP, SC and R.

Considering a number nodes connected by wireless networks
in an IoT system, the neighboring nodes cannot use the same com-
munication channel at the same time. Ju and Shao [72] addressed
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the distributed energy efficient channel management in IoT with
a cooperative game. That is to say, the objective of all nodes is to
maximize their total utilities. The authors summed up a conclusion
that the NE of this game can achieve global optimization through
theoretical analysis. Furthermore, they designed an efficient algo-
rithm to compute this NE point. Experiment results showed that
this cooperative game is efficient and stable due to the existence
of collaboration. Nevertheless, PP, SC and R were not considered in
this work.

5.2. Game theoretical methods for communications

QoS

Quality of Service (QoS) is an evaluation criterion for the overall
performance of network services. Different users may have dif-
ferent requirement for QoS, which makes it difficult to control
QoS, especially in a large-scale system, like IoT. Many literatures
have taken QoS control into consideration while improving the
performance of the IoT system.

The Markov game in [68] is formulated from the perspective of
QoS control by Kim. This scheme can model environment uncer-
tainties effectively and help IoT system agents dynamically change
strategies with learning algorithms.

Abuzainab et al. [73] proposed a behavioral game based Cogni-
tive Hierarchy (CH) theory to capture IoT nodes’ characteristics like
resource constraints, QoS needs and bandwidth requirements. The
players in this game are IoT devices and they choose transmission
probability and service rate to maximum their utilities respec-
tively. Limited to finite computational resources and capabilities of
IoT devices, some NE points cannot be reached. The authors used a
CH-based iterative process to compute an optimal strategy for ev-
ery player based on its beliefs. Simulation results showed that this
solution can savemore energy than traditional NE-based solutions.
However, when more nodes are involved, the successful packet
transmission rate decreases, which will cause decline of players’
utilities. Thus the requirement of SC and Twere not satisfied in this
method. What is more, this game model did not take PP and R into
consideration.

IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LoW-
PAN) is one of the most significant protocols in IoT. The authors
in [74] modeled the congestion problem of nodes in 6LoWPAN as a
non-cooperative game. The nodes in 6LoWPAN can be divided into
sink nodes, intermediate nodes and leaf nodes. In this paper, the
leaf nodes are the players who may act selfishly to send packets
as many as they can without considering the network conditions
when congestion happens. The payoff function of each node is
its utility minus congestion cost and priority cost, which can be
regarded as a constrained nonlinear optimization problem that
can be solved by a mathematic solution. NE point can mitigate
congestions and ensure profit of each player. Simulations executed
in a real IoT application platform showed that this scheme can
improve the QoS of the network, with regard to end-to-end delay,
energy consumption, throughput, packet loss and weighted fair-
ness index, according to other existing schemes. PP and SC were
not considered in this work.

In order to achieve good performance with low energy and
bandwidth consumption, authors in [75] found that all nodes co-
operate with each other can save bandwidth and energy. They
modeled the interactions among IoT nodes as a cooperative differ-
ential game and they used Shapley value to compute other nodes’
impacts. Experiment results showed that the number of services is
optimal when the factor of bandwidth cost and energy cost are the
same. Nevertheless, thismodel can be improved by considering PP,
SC and R.

The requirements and sensitivities on QoS parameters are dif-
ferent in different applications. Liu et al. [76] designed a multiple
layer solution to channel congestion caused by mass data trans-
mission. A game theoretical method was used to achieve dynamic
spectrum sharing. The players in this game are primary users (PU)
and Secondary users (SU). The interaction between PU and SU is
modeled as principal–agent behaviors, and PU is the principal who
has priority in using specific spectrum while SU is the agent who
wants to buy PU’s resource. Uncertain information was regarded
as random variables to ensure the feasibility of this model. Simu-
lations showed that the performance of this new network can be
optimized. However, the existence of NE was beyond discussion.
The utility of PU may decrease in some situations and how to find
proper values of parameters should be explored. Therefore, PP, ST,
SC, T and R were not considered in this paper.

Heterogeneous types of intelligent devices share information
with each other in IoT. Kumar et al. [77] proposed a performance
evaluation scheme based on a Bayesian coalition game. Each player
in this game joins a coalition and has different conditional prob-
ability of transmitting data packets because the probability is
related to distance. Different probabilities bring players different
payoffs and they may choose to leave one coalition to anther for
maximizing their payoffs. The authors found that this game can
achieve its NE points in shorter time if the learning rates of the
players are not constant. They evaluated the performance of this
scheme with regard to end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio and
routing overhead. The requirements of PP, SC, R and P were not
considered.

Traffic overload problem becomes more and more serve due to
an excessive traffic demand. Park and Kim [78] proposed a Ru-
binstein bargaining game with the Vickery–Clarke–Groves(VCG)
mechanism to solve the traffic congestion problem in IoT and
improve QoS. The players in this game are Mobile Network Op-
erator (MNO), Access Point Owners (APOs) and Internet of Things
Modules (IoTMs). Each APO covers a number of IoTMs, which want
to offload their cellular traffics. The VCG mechanism can help
APO choose the most adaptable IoTM to maximize its profit. The
cooperation between MNO and APOs is modeled as a Rubinstein
bargaining game where they negotiate with each other to maxi-
mize their payoff synchronously and fairly. The discussion about
NE is missed. This scheme is proved to be effective and feasible in
alleviating network congestion and improving the QoS of network
through theoretical analysis and simulations. It can also be applied
into other application scenarios. Overall, the requirements that
were not considered by the authors are PP, ST and R, respectively.

How to associate different types of devices with a correct base
station is a significant task in heterogeneous cellular networks
integrated with IoT. Elhattab et al. [79] proposed a cooperative
Nash bargaining game among two groups of base stations tomodel
this association problem. They negotiate and exchange players
with each other until they both satisfy with their own payoffs.
Simulation results showed that this scheme is correct and fair in
device association with high QoS. With regard to our proposed
requirements, the main shortcomings of this method are there is
no research on the existence of NE and it did not take PP, SC and R
into consideration.

Topology Optimization (TO)

Some researchers realized that special attention should be paid
to topology control in the field of IoT. An efficient topology control
scheme can improve node connectivity with little energy con-
sumption. Zhao et al. [80] used a non-cooperative potential game
to capture the selfishness and mobility of IoT nodes. The utility
function of player is related to various factors, e.g., node connec-
tivity and energy consumption. Due to the mobility of nodes, the
network topology changes as time goes by and each node needs
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to change its transmission power to achieve an optimal utility.
The NE point calculated in this game is energy efficiency. The
simulation results illustrated that the scheme proposed in this
scheme can enhance network connectivity with little compromise
in energy consumption, thus profitability was not satisfied. What’
more, the requirements of PP, SC and R were beyond the authors’
consideration.

Routing Protocol Design (RP)

In order to prolong the lifetime of IoT networks, many re-
searchers focus ondesigning energy efficient routing protocols that
can save energy in transmitting data.

Congestion problem is difficult to avoid and hard to be elim-
inated by existing protocols in low-power and lossy networks.
Ma et al. [81] focused on addressing the congestion problem in
networks with a tree topology. A tree-like network consists of
a large number of nodes. If a node A is extended from another
node B, then B is A’s parent node and A is B’s child node. They
used net packet flow rate, which is the difference between packet
generation rate and packet service rate, as a metric to evaluate and
detect congestions on parent nodes. When congestion is detected,
a parent node informs all of its childrennodes to take the advantage
of a potential game to find a new parent node for improving
network performance. Due to the characteristic of potential game,
NE always exists. A rank was added in designing payoff functions
to make the model robust. If the congestion problem cannot be
addressed by the parent-selection procedure successfully, the par-
ent node chooses a rate adjustment scheme [93–95], which may
decrease the QoS of this network. Thus, P is not satisfied. PP and SC
were not considered as well.

Lin and Wang [82] used an evolutionary game to formulate the
competition between nodes with low or high energy. The players
choose to be either a cluster head or members according to the
strategies derived from game theory to maximum their utilities.
The NE point of this game can also prolong the system’s lifetime.
Experiment results proves the effectiveness of this protocol in
saving energy consumption and improving network performance.
Nevertheless, PP, SC and R were not considered.

Elsemary [83] designed a routing protocol in D2D communica-
tions with IoT applications that can detect malware attacks using a
non-cooperative zero-sum repeated game. Different fromprevious
work [96–98], this protocol can capture and reduce the influence
of the dynamic and unpredictable changes of the malware. The
general procedure of this protocol can be described as follows. At
first, a node broadcasts its route request and the devices received
this message would relay it until the message is received by a
target device. The node that broadcasts information receives route
detection capability from every involved device and calculates an
overall detection rate. And then the node chooses the best route
from all of the routes it receives under the instruction of game the-
ory. NE exists in this game and provides optimal defend strategies.
Unfortunately, this protocol is built on the trustworthiness of every
device and cannot resist internal attacks.What ismore, the authors
did not consider PP and Rwhen designing thismodel. Andwhether
this model is scalable is beyond discussion.

5.3. Game theoretical methods for network security

Smart devices in IoT are limited in terms of resources and
energy. They are easily to be compromised. Compromised devices
could destroy the IoT system from within. In this section, we in-
vestigate into game theoretical methods in addressing IoT security
problems.

Honeypot (H)
Honeypot, as a computer security mechanism, has been widely

used in detecting network attacks. Honeypot is the same as nor-
mal computer entities except that it is managed and monitored
independently. Setting a honeypot with some faultiness can al-
lure attackers and then monitors can collect their information.
La et al. [84] designed a honeypot-based deception mechanism
in IoT. The interaction between a defender and an attacker was
formulated as a repeated Bayesian game with incomplete infor-
mation because the defender does not know the attacker’s type. An
attacker can get rewards by executing attacks successfully and gain
benefits by probing at a regular target with a little cost. But it will
be punished if it is caught by a honeypot. The payoff of the defender
consists of the revenue for detecting a normal user, the reward for
capturing an attacker, the cost for deploying honeypots, the loss
caused by probed targets and the punishment when the attacker
conducts a successful attack. By deriving NE, the authors gave a
defender instruction aboutwhich strategies it should choose under
different situations. This method can be adapted to suit other IoT
networks. Unfortunately, honeypot can only identify and analyze
attacks without defending them effectively. The requirements that
need to take into consideration in the future are PP, R and P.

Security Problems (SP2)

Chen et al. [85] proposed a zero-sumgamebased on an informa-
tion fusion defense mechanism to model the interaction between
attackers and defenders. Information fusion alleviates the damage
caused by intentional attacks with little communication overhead.
The existence of NE proves the robustness and the stability of
this mechanism. The authors applied this mechanism in Internet-
oriented networks and cyber-physical system-oriented networks
(e.g., smart grid) to verify its effectiveness and performance. And
the results showed that this mechanism is efficiency and feasible
in analyzing network robustness and enhancing performance in
large-scale networks. PP is the only requirement that the authors
did not consider.

Hamdi and Abie [86] used a Markov game to model uncertain
and dynamic parameters, like memory resources, communication
environments, energy depletion models and threat models for
solving security problems. The existence of NE was proved but it
is difficult to calculate. Therefore, the authors proposed Pareto-
efficient solutions, where at least one player can obtain the highest
benefit. This adaptive game theoretical model cannot only hide
players’ mutual actions, but also extend the system’s lifetime by
almost 50%, which is the result of the simulations showed in this
paper. This method is scalable that can be applied to other threat
models. However, PP and R were not considered by the authors.

Namvar et al. proposed a Colonel Blotto game [87] to defend
jamming in IoT. In this model, the authors assumed IoT nodes to
be passive,which cannot defend jamming due to limited resources.
An anti-jamming procedure is executed by an IoT controller inde-
pendently. The players employ a mixed strategy because there is
no pure NE in the Blotto game. An evolutionary-based algorithm is
used to compute an optimal strategy in this model. The simulation
results illustrated this method to be powerful in maintaining the
performance of the network and the average payoff of IoT nodes
were increased. When applying this method to a network with a
large size, its efficiency in defending jamming decreases. Thus this
method cannot satisfy the requirement of SC. Other requirements
that the authors did not consider are PP, R and P.

The energy-aware trust derivation scheme [56] as introduced
before can also ensure the security of IoT systems. In this approach,
replying to a trust request may not always happen to save energy.
When the number of participating nodes is less than that of rec-
ommendations, calculated by a method of risk strategy analysis,
all nodes need to reply the trust request to ensure the security
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of the network. A new scheme that can reduce the cost for trust
requests is needed to enhance its efficiency. In addition, PP, SC, R
and P should be considered as well.

Anomaly Detection (AD)

A smart attacker has potential to hind its property and a nor-
mal node may act as an attacker when suffering from malfunc-
tions. Effective and lightweight anomaly detectionmechanisms are
needed.

Sedjelmaci et al. [88] proposed an anomaly detection approach
based on a learning algorithm under the situation where a new
attack pattern is detected. Considering IoT devices with low re-
sources cannot attend anomaly detection all the time, the authors
proposed a game theoretical way to only activate anomaly detec-
tion when a new attack happens. Reputation was introduced in
this paper as well to evaluate the actions of intrusion detection
systems and attackers. Simulation results showed this method can
detect anomaly with high accuracy and little energy consump-
tion by comparison with existing anomaly detection schemes.
Unfortunately, the efficiency and accuracy of this method decrease
as the scale of the network increases. Thus it cannot fulfill the
requirement of SC for now. PP and R were beyond the authors’
consideration as well.

It is difficult to identify and mitigate attacker tags in a passive
RFID network in IoT, which consists of one tag reader and a large
number of tags. Tsiropoulou et al. [89] modeled the interaction
among normal and attacker tags as a non-cooperative game and
proposed a distributed but lightweight algorithm to derive the
NE point of this game. Simulation results showed the efficiency
and feasibility of this method. More types of attacks should be
considered to make it scalable. PP, R and P are the requirements
that the authors did not take into consideration.

5.4. Game theoretical methods for other applications (Ap)

Internet of Vehicles (IoV) appears with the rapid development
of IoT,where a large number of vehicles connect, communicate and
share information with each other. After collecting and processing
this information, relay nodes will help broadcast this synthetic
information to different destinations. It is difficult to process such
a large number of heterogeneous data transmitted at different
time and from different places. The existence of uncooperative
relay nodes also increases the complexity in computation. Kumar
et al. [90] used a Bayesian coalition game to address this problem
and the players are the vehicles deployed with Learning Automata
(LA). Each player uses a learning algorithm to make decisions by
considering the strategies of the other players and they will get
a reward or a punishment based on their strategies. A reward
and punishment mechanism was proposed to regulate the actions
of players. Experimental results showed the relationship among
learning rate, the number of actions and successful transmission.
What is more, they also analyzed the probability to achieve NE
with complete or incomplete information. The authors stated this
method can be used to set up a secure RFID system. Nevertheless,
PP and R were beyond consideration.

Then Kumar et al. [91] proposed a stochastic coalition game for
data dissemination in IoV. Vehicles with LA choose their strategies
according to the feedback from an environment and past actions,
which is the same as that in [90]. Simulation results illustrated that
this proposed scheme can achieve a high packet delivery ratio be-
cause of the formation of coalition. Bayesian coalition structure en-
sures players to join and leave coalition flexibly, which makes the
coalition structure stable with reduced delay. The complexity of
calculating NE is low by applying an adaptive learningmechanism,
which in turn reduces maintenance cost. The authors stated that
their method is scalable. The punishment and reward mechanism

can induce players to tell the truth. Unfortunately, PP and R were
beyond consideration in this method.

A non-cooperative game based IoT service pricing competition
among service providers is proposed in [51]. The payoff of each
service is the total benefits of all demanded number of this service
minus the cost to execute it. The best strategy of each service
provider is to choose the price that canmaximum its payoff. This is
just a very simple example. The authors pointed out several future
directions.

Pouryazdan et al. [92] considered mobile crowdsensing prob-
lems in cloud-centric IoT applications. The exact problem they
wanted to tackle was how to attract more trustworthy mobile
users. The authors proposed a repeated game to induce users to
act honestly. In each sub-game, each user decides to participate in a
sensing task or not andwhether acts honestly and Subgame Perfect
Nash Equilibrium (SPNE) can be obtained. After that, the quality
of its sensed data is calculated to define its trustworthiness. Each
user needs to vote the others and is voted as well. The vote-based
reputation of each user consists of the trustworthiness of its sensed
data and its vote capacity (i.e., T). The simulation results showed
the effectiveness of this method in ensuring the utilities of users
and the platform (i.e., P). More significantly, it can accurately avoid
paying reward to malicious users. The authors stated their reward
allocation to be robust. PP and SC were the two requirements that
the authors did not consider.

6. Game modeling in a bitcoin system and other HMNs

6.1. Game theoretical methods for bitcoin systems

Bitcoin [4] is an emerging monetary mechanism, which is one
kind of decentralized cryptocurrencies without central authority.
Every transaction is recorded in a public distributed ledger named
blockchain. The blockchain is kept and updated by miners that try
to solve mathematical problems. Only the first one who finds the
answer (proof-of-work) can be awarded with a certain amount
of Bitcoin. Recently, a number of miners start to join mining
pools and work the mathematical problems together. All miners
in the awarded pool share the overall utility according to their
contributed computation powers.

Several attacks have been investigated by researchers with
regard to Bitcoin. The decentralization and anonymity in a Bitcoin
system makes dishonest actions untraceable. If an attacker can
bribe a certain number of miners to work for him [99], he can
change any transactions and obtain illegal wealth. A mining pool
may suffer from DDoS attacks, the mining power is cut down and
miners in it would leave for another reliable pool to chase higher
rewards. Another kind of attack is called Sybil attack [100] that
refers to a situation where a mining pool does not immediately
publish the blocks it discovers. Then, honest miners continue to
waste resources on these discovered blocks and forking happens.
When the length of the pool’s private chain reaches a certain
value, the selfish pool publishes its private chain to invalid other
chains. A large and open mining pool without verifying miners
may suffer from such a block withholding attack [101] from small
pools. An attacker in a mining pool pretends to be a normal miner
by reporting partial but meaningless proof-of-work. Game theory
starts to be used in the Bitcoin system for overcoming the above
attacks.

Johnson et al. [102] used game theory to model the interaction
between a big mining pool and a small mining pool. Each mining
pool chooses to execute a DDoS attack to other players or not.
The authors analyzed the NE under different success probability
of DDoS with or without an attack cost. The results showed that a
larger mining pool is more likely to attack and to be attacked than
a small pool.
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Laszka et al. [103] extended [102] with consideration of min-
ing pool migration. They calculated under which condition these
two players will or will not attack each other and under which
condition only one player chooses to attack. Their results can help
mining pools choose proper parameters to avoid being attacked.

Luu et al. [104] presented a possible situation that a miner
may divide its computation power into several parts and join
into different mining pool in order to obtain as more as possible
profits. They formulated this as a game and used it to analyze the
security of existing protocols in mining pools. It shows that most
pool protocols cannot resist block withdraw attacks and the best
strategy for a player is to attack at a random probability.

Eyal [105] found the competition among miner pools, which
was modeled as the prisoner’s dilemma. The best choice for each
player is not to attack but this is not a NE point. Attacking each
other is NE, but this reduces their profits simultaneously. A mining
pool attacked by block withholding attacks can be identified as
being attacked by suffering a long-term revenue density decline.
However, there are still no effective approaches to detect and
remove the attackers. Therefore, honest miners in an attacked
mining pool would leave for private pools that only trustedminers
can join.

Kim [106] proposed a novel protocol based on a group bar-
gaining game model. It shows all miners in a mining pool share
computation powers with each other to obtain the highest profits.
Unfortunately, this protocol suffers from security issues as well.

6.2. Game theoretical methods for other HMNs

In this section, we briefly discuss the usage of game theory in
the other HMNs: public-resource computing, web search engines,
onlinemarkets, social media, multiplayer online games and virtual
worlds and mass collaborations.

With keywords public resource computing and game theory,
we find that most literatures are relevant with cloud computing.
Some works can manage trading and allocate computing power
fairlywith game theory [107], some can estimate the cost of redun-
dancy in resource allocation [108] and prevent attacks [109] and
some can help each user find optimal allocation of resources [110].
When reviewing game theoretical methods in web search engines,
we find that game theory has been used in analyzing the competi-
tion among engines and motivating them to provide high-quality
products [111]. It can also help search engines find the optimal
auctionmechanism [112]. Based on our exploration, we found that
there are few literatures about game theoretical methods in the
other four types of HMNs.

Throughout our research, we found that game theoretical study
in HMNs is still a new research area, which attracts our efforts to
explore. HMNs evolves from the existing elemental types when
modern technologies develop as time goes by. Having a general
overview and detailed understanding of these elemental HMNs
could greatly help future research on evolved HMNs.

7. Open issues and future directions

7.1. Open issues

Through the above survey on game theoretical methods in
different types of HMNs, game theory has shown its advantages in
capturing,modeling and analyzing the interactions among players,
helping player make decisions, selecting behaving strategies and
regulating their actions. For example, game theory has been used
to enhance the level of participation in crowdsourcing systems
and help design efficient incentive mechanisms to solve the so-
cial problems in crowdsourcing systems, such as free-riding and
false-reporting problems. In IoT systems, lots of game theoretical

methods have been designed to allocate resource and scheduling
tasks effectively while improving the performance of IoT. Some
methods can solve unavoidable security problems as well. Even
in the emerging Bitcoin system, game theory has also showed it
power for solving some critical issues. However, we also find a
number of open issues in our survey.

First, most of reviewed work in crowdsourcing cannot satisfy
or do not consider all the requirements as we proposed in Section
3, especially the requirements on scalability and robustness. A
number of incentive mechanisms cannot guarantee robustness,
which means the designed mechanisms cannot reach an equilib-
rium state quickly or some unintentional errors may significantly
impact the final results of the games. All of these methods are
suitable for the situations that the authors considered. However,
whether thesemethods can be extended to a scalable situationwas
beyond discussion.

Second, none of existingwork in crowdsourcing achieves design
objectives in a holistic manner. Some approaches in the literatures
can enhance the participation level of workers by designing incen-
tive mechanisms and some can reduce the cost of crowdsourcing
platform. Some can suppress malicious actions of selfish players
by applying punishment mechanisms and some canmake sure the
workers provide high-quality solutions to every task and induce
them to finish tasks as soon as possible through incentive or
payment methods. Nevertheless, none of them can achieve all the
above objectives simultaneously.

Third, existing game theoretical methods in a crowdsourcing
system, especially a mobile crowdsourcing system, seldom took
privacy into consideration. The workers may provide solutions
that include personal and sensitive information, like personal lo-
cations. The crowdsourcer may show its intention and interests
to the crowdsourcing platform. If a crowdsourcing system cannot
preserve worker privacy and crowdsourcer privacy, potential risks
will cause low participation level with poor efficiency.

Fourth, current game theoretical methods lacks concern on
balancing between privacy and traceability, e.g., in IoT systems.
According to our review on game theory usage in the IoT sys-
tems, most researchers focused on how to arrange each nodes
and required tasks properly. Existing solutions can save energy
consumption and prolong system lifetime. How to ensure QoS
by inducing more participants and detect or even defend attacks
to ensure the security of the systems have aroused researchers’
attentions as well. However, as we stated before, IoT integrates
the characteristics of crowdsensing and social media together.
Therefore, privacy should be considered, especially in designing
content-aware schemes and sensing-task-based schemes. The ser-
vices provided by different devices should be traceable so that
when non-cooperative action happens, selfish and harmful players
can be traced and punished. The balance between privacy and
traceability should be paid special attention.

Fifth, scalability and robustness are not well supported in the
mechanisms derived by the game theory. There is a common
problem in game theoretical usage in both crowdsourcing and IoT.
Most existing researches did not take scalability and robustness
into consideration. If the parameters selected in one method can-
not be collected in another application scenario, the method is
limited in a certain situation. IoT is amassive network that consists
of thousands, millions or even trillions of smart devices. Such a
system should be robust enough to resist turbulences. Otherwise,
it cannot survive in different situations for a long time.

Sixth, the literature lacks a uniform standard to compose infor-
mation or data that are collected by different machines. Different
smart devices provide different kinds of information or data, how
to combine these data with a uniform standard when they cooper-
atewith each other to complete a task is beyond consideration. The
computation cost and time should be controlled under a certain
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degree to ensure real-time services. What is more, the proposed
methods should support big data, especially when the method
needs the participation of some central controllers. Otherwise, it
cannot cater for the rapid development of IoT systems and HMNs.

Seventh, how to solve dilemma when there are multiple equi-
libria is still an open problem. Traditional game theory works
excellently when the number of players is not too big. However,
in IoT systems, massive smart devices are mostly involved and it is
really hard to predict all players’ actions preciously. It is impractical
to assume all players are completely rational to choose proper
strategies according to the instructions of NE. Evolutionary game
has been used in various application scenarios and it has been
used to predict the development trend of populations in large-
scale networks. However, dilemma happens when there are two
equilibria in these games.

Eighth, there are many open issues related to security, privacy
and efficiency in the Bitcoin systems. Bitcoin is themost important
distributed digital currency that has attracted the attention of peo-
ple all over the world. Now it has been highly recognized and can
be changed into other currencies, products and services. Because
of its anonymity, it can be made use of doing illegal things such
as extortion and money laundering. The operations in Bitcoin are
accompanied with a great of computation power consumption as
well. Further research is needed in Bitcoin, especially its security,
privacy and efficiency.

Last but not the least, we believe some open issues exist in
other types of HMNs in terms of game theoretical studies. The
interactions among humans and machines in these HMNs that
have not been considered in our paper are different but similar
to those in crowdsourcing, crowdsensing and IoT. Similar opens
issues exist in other types of HMNs. But additional open issues
could exist due to special characteristics of other types of HMNs.
We leave this in our future study.

7.2. Future directions

In order to improve the performance of HMNs, we further
propose several future research directions, focusingmore on game
theoretical studies. Inspired by the above analysis, we point out
some possible applications of game theory in several emerging
areas as well.

First, a concrete and generic trustmanagement system is highly
expected in the design of HMN. Few existing studies in crowd-
sourcing and IoT systems have taken privacy preservation into
consideration. In order to tackle this problem, trust and reputation
can be used to build a multi-layer service provision mechanism.
Only requesters with high reputation can obtain privacy-related
services and betrayals will be punished. Reasonable reward and
punishment mechanisms can encourage players to choose strate-
gies cooperativelywithout compromise systemperformance. Trust
management is a difficult but essential part in preserving privacy,
which should be seriously studied in game theoretical modeling.

Second, some perturbation parameters should be considered in
game modeling when designing the payoff functions of players in
order to improve the fault tolerance or robustness of a designed
game. Perturbation can guarantee the robustness of proposed
methods due to the universal existence of accidents in practical
society. Themethod of standardizing network and data parameters
are also needed for making game-based methods adaptive so that
it can be used in various application scenarios.

Third, we still need to make efforts to solve open issues as
listed in Section 7.1. We can use undetermined parameters to
indicate each game designer’s preference for every problem that
should be solved. We can make full use of the related knowledge
about equilibrium and derive the parameter intervals for different
strategies. By correctly setting relevant parameters, we can force
players to choose the strategies that can meet our requirements.

Fourth, game theoretical analysis with consideration on pri-
vacy and traceability is an interesting research topic worth our
investigation. With more and more smart devices are involved
in IoT systems, light-weight big data processing methods based
on information composition and fusion are needed. The methods
should be able to protect the privacy of these devices. The actions
of each device should also be tracked to ensure the implementation
of subsequent rewards and punishment mechanisms.

Fifth, evolutionary game should bewidely adopted in analyzing
interactions in different systems with a large number of partici-
pants since it can direct the development trend of the participants’
strategy choices. This is a new research direction that requests
deep insight investigation in the future.

Sixth, Bitcoin security and privacy request serious research.
Applying game theory could be a good research method in this
study. Bitcoin is built based on the structure of a decentralized
P2P network. Transactions can be conducted and spread in such
a system. This system can be executed because there are a large
number of miners who are working hard to complete mathematic
problems. How to induce more and more miners to participate in
andhow to preventminers frombeing attacked are crucial in terms
of maintaining this system in a healthy and secure manner.

Finally, game theoretical analysis with regard to other types of
HMNs should be researched. Game theory can work as a bedrock
for handling problems in hybrid HMNs.

8. Conclusions

Profiting from the inherent advantage of game theory in captur-
ing the interactions among players and providing comprehensive
guides in strategy selections, plenty of problems in various HMN
application scenarios have been solved skillfully from the view
of economics. In this paper, we proposed a number of require-
ments on game theoretical modeling and analysis and thoroughly
investigated into existing work about game theoretical methods in
such HMNs as crowdsourcing and IoT, as well as Bitcoin. Bitcoin
is an emerging technology that has not yet been widely investi-
gated, so we just briefly introduced some game theoretical studies
for the Bitcoin system. Through our survey, we found a number
of open issues. For important examples, the existing literatures
in crowdsourcing and IoT cannot address all the requirements
emerged in practical applications. Scalability and robustness were
often missed when formulating a game model or an incentive
mechanism. Privacy preservation was generally ignored by most
existing studies. Based on our survey and findings, we proposed a
number of future research directions. We think game theoretical
study in HMNs is still a new research area that attracts our efforts
to explore.
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